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IHB NEW Pmsa 
IN THE SOVIET UNION. 
-,  THE NEW P 
* IN. THE SOVI 
(*i to tks Etabged - . . ~f fhe E x e d e  
Commt'm of the C t m d t  Inmaliortal, 




abs.". T h e w  
&-The Building of So&&rn m d  the C h  Struggle 
. L r n L  SfTZCUW~ FOR THg PmM ABlPTaa swmsme cuss* 
The k t  part of my report wiIltrftobringwtwbatisg.Oing 
on in the U.S.S.R., wbat is thg econ&c miticin Bere, and how 
class relations are taking shape at the present stage of the b u W q  
d d s m .  F o r t h i s p u r p s e I ~ h a v e t o M o n e h e ~  
'facts bf economic developpent and the claw smggle, eonfiping 
:myself to the principal events in the ecrraomic year jwt ccracluded 
and tbe new year *hi& hean in October. This means that I .- 
&dl be dealing with facts b r i n g  on the fir$ and the begianiag 
d the second year of the Five Years' Ph, 
I shd first W with industry. 
E d y  one rnofith ago the CenW Commitree o;f the C.P.S.U. 
appealed to the Party and to the whole working class to make a 
I new &ort along the whole industrial front . The Party ~~ 
. the hct that the industrid plan laid down for the curreit year was 
- 'not E n g  &ed out, and sounded the dmm. It directed the 'I 
e p s  of the working class fist and foemost to the front on which I 
the struggle for the idustrial and b c i d  p h  is w e d i n g .  
An mergetie mobifisation d mrking-dass fo- to w r y  art fhe 
second year's plan bas begun. 

of the new economic 
Last year the leeway in the first quarter of the phn was even 
greater, and yet the progrsunme for tbe year was not only carried 
out but rurpasd-by an increase of a4 per cent. instead of 23 p r  
cent. This year the production pmgmmme is more than half us  
brge again as that provided for the sceund year under the Five Yerus' 
Plm ; and still the Party m i d e r a  it practicable and obiigatmy. 
fn its manifesto of January asth, the Central Committee d s  for 
the economic p h  to be not only carried out but su+wsed. And 
we are certain that this appeal wilI meet with a response in 
practice. 
In order to give you a picture of the state of &airs in our 
industq, I will quote one more fact. Under the Five Years' Plan, 
capital expenditure for tbis year was fixed at 2,265 miflion roubles 
(A226 million). But the actual plan of capital expenditure 
exceeds tbis estimate by mart than 50 per cent., and has already 
reached 3,664 million roubles (A366 m i h ) .  Quite mcmtty &is 
figure, too, has bEert i d ,  and probably the whole sum of 
q i t d  expenditure this year, apart from eIecarid construction; 
will be somtwhcre near four milliard mublea 60 million), 
Returning to the question of .the arryi'bg out of the plan, I 
bclieve it is essential to emphasise that the main difl idty is  to 
mrry out tbe task af reducing the costs of industrial prductim 
while improving its q d t g .  Instead of tbe reduction of rr per 
cent. provided for in the &st quarter, we have a reduction of only 
4 p e ~  cent. : a very considetable discrepancy. Here, in the opiniw 
of tfie Party, is the principal task arising under the industrial and *. 
' The fulfilment of this task is bound up first and foremwt with 
an .inmeax in the productivity of Iabour. At this p i n t  I must 
d d  with scvcral questions concerning the position of the warking 
class. 
.The inermsing of the productivity of labour in industry md 
h u g h m t  the socialised sector of our economy is  bound b A i m  
-WvifIed ?attdon.  Last year the plan 'protidtiU ?or an 
inm&ueb'h labow pmfuctivhy of r6 per cent. The trlsk was 
frrflSll&. mid we h v e  a- p&trIsims for a further 
~':$gfWl ,h-& jaid d m  
, Platr was only rq per seat, 
-1 exwmmbed br M m d  
the #wy7<d%satioatioa an the front 3 tb 
ensures the w c c a s  of out efF- in this 
pmof d this is the' iamase in tbe quipm 
#f~oeker with electricat d mecbxkicd power. 
* i d  equipment haeased by a h t  ra per 
quent rises in prices in this sphere, which of course have their 
effect upon the workers' wages. 
Ar, a result, thc increase in red wages is proceeding more slowly 
than was provided for in the plan. During last year it amounted,. 
to approximately 3 per cent., notwithstanding a much larger . 
increase of money wages. This year it bas been laid down thav 
real wages must be increased not less than 12 per cent. In spite 
of a certain improvement which has to be r e g i s t a d ,  we are bound 
to admit that the increase is as yet much behind the plan. We , 1 
have to remember, however, ihat during the whole period of the 
New Economic Policy there has not been a year in which wages of 
the workers in the U.S.S.R. have not risen. The policy of the1 ; 
Soviet Gwcrnrnent is indissolubly bound up with the work of 
improving tile material and cuItural conditions of the workers, and 4, - 
this policy is f rrnly and unalterably maintained. 
The successes of tile soviet state in developing industry and 
d improving the position of the working classes havc been made 
possible by a determined dori to ovemme tremendous difficulties, 
particularly to overcome the most bitter resistance on the part af I 
I - 
detailed evidence of al 
the counter-revolut ion 
industry. Nevertheless, the agents of the former owners and bour- 
geois governments sdered  defcat, as the tremendous successes of 
socialist industry can testify. 
Now, mmrades, we can srike a balance of our industrid develop- 
ment, and the best way of doing it is to compare it with the 
development of industry in the capitalist states. As the watch- 
word of the working class in the Soviet Union is to "overtake and 
outstrip" the capitalist countries, such a comparison is exception- 
ally important. 
k 
Let us compare the development of industry in the Soviet Union 
. and the largest capitalist countries in its relation to the  pre-war 
level of rgq. W e  find that in cornparisba with the prewar kvd, 
the U.S.S.R. has achieved greater successes than even Franoe arid 
the U.S.A., which developed most rapidly after the world war. 
The comparison shows that as early as 1928 the Soviet Union had 
already outpaced France, while during the second half of last year 
it outstripped the industry of the U.S.A. During the last months 
d rgag the so-called physic& volume of industrial output in the , 
U.S.S.R., compared with 1913, surpassed the similar index of any 
capitalist country. Consequently we have here the partial achieve- 
ment of the objective of "overtaking and outstripping" the capi- 
talist countries. This is the most important result of industrial 
development in the U.S.S.R. 
W e  cannot, however, by any means rest content with the results 
' achieved 'so far. A more careful analysis of the growth of M e t  b indust y, mentioned above, reveals most important ~ ~ g s .  a Tbe fact is  that the level of the growth of our hsavy hdustry, . . campared with the pre-war *e, is  still lower than the mms- 
s t h  is &at of the graiiC-w*, or  
1t.M we are # a d  with mother in con& with 
. i grku l t tm I in h3ad 4e/s#m0ng mmg cahsp.ipt. During 
kb next few mmbs thh will bie the p i ~ l  *ant of d d i s t  

d' d b t i v e  -I-. d m d y  
urnaftbe E:GG.L w&n& &I imppct- 
m a c b m e a n d ~ d ~ f w t h e d ~ d ~ ~  
i&%G ~ t ~ n ~ ~  the &tidpatims of that t h e  ab6;rtt fhd 
tntdm&beandtraetordepDt84wfrekMt * 'behind, 
md -rive body, the T' 
tru m o ~  impolamt e C u l t d E Z E Z 6  al~a~o, 
the assighnee d of- w v e  @ 
t towards the organisation of 
experha  of one of the 
t'G&pmt" (Giant), in the 
nus papendalities tbere 
L h . .  . 
much more favoumUe. 
These faets &ow how rapidly the bnilditq of - d e t  fakyr is 
' de,vefoping. The soviet government is datemined @ ~~iitinm the
development: of these farms, and is mvinckd tbaf modds of luge- '. 
scale &list agricnltwe can be, and will'be, set in this way' 
before the eyes of tbe rniliiarra of peasantry who have entered the 
Cullective h. 
' I  should dso mention that recently in some districts relations 
hve'Been established between the soviet farms and the aurr~und-' 
kg mPective farms, ~ r r l ~ t i o n s  bemg created under the 
fesde&i£p of the d d  farmi There is a great future before this 
form of Ctevdopapmt of , W e  &c&€&~ given the necessary 
attation by the sooiet farms thenisel- 
Exceptionally '5qottant ,in this @kkc&m -i* thd jfiblem a£ 
tractors, a%mbEws and , a g r i c M  pow& stathns. , 
T& year the output d agrjedtuml machinery will be newly 
doybltd. Next- y a r  tbe p@ poxid& for a farther doubling 
again. The stcps akm to mhge tractor and combine pdnction 
are worthy of partidat' artention. Part df the "Red P u W "  
works has been transformed irrto an independent trador wotks, 
while this year a large tractor works is being -Wed at 
SQBnpd ; in addition, two new g$gaatie mc~f works art being 
conitQeaoe8 thSs year in the Urals and the *ink ThEs autumn . 
*h shall have in the fields of the U.S.S.R. tmctmq whose aggre- 
gate power will be equivalent to that of nearly ~oo,olxr tractors of 
the Fordson type. As yet imprted madbinery represents a cm- 
dderable proportion of the whde; bat next p r  tbc number of 
tracton produced in soviet works wifl k g l n  to grow rapidly. 
Furthemme, the organisation of two wgy Iar combbe works 
W begib in Northern Camasus and Uftrcjtie, & us it will be #em 
W the m i e t  government, led by the P w ,  has taken dm& 
.... - 1 '  
s t o d e a  c o m p k e ~ ~  
hue. I shwld addthat g&b 
motor d s  kiw Wf in W i i ,  
Ag a red, we &all this summer ha< &d$ii 
sand motors of soviet mstructmn in the 
f i e  k u U a  
Id view of the great di61cremes in emamtic development: existing 
+Mwiaerm tllc various mas of the U.S.S,IL, and also the t d y  
dlffe-t aoaditiopr Wer Wch &cultwe has to develop, es,, 
rae central digtriub~ as m m p d  with the soviet *publics k the 
.Bast, the Party's @icy with qfacd to the kuIaks wet be 
applied without th necessary mueful co~l&dera~on af the peculiari- 
ties in $ 3 ~  more Wkwacd dis- Is the majoritp of the n a t i d  
qmbiiGs in the Ehst, our p a  al: tbe moment is to take tfie 
g m v  p r e l i  steps thmugh the -tives, soviets and 
Party organisations in the with the object of &e&g the 
maas cdlectivisation of the peasant farms at some time m &e 
future6 The msiq task bere is oonsmtly to apply and d o m e  
limitations on the activities of the kulaks which arise out of 
?the v&y fomdatims of mnmcu~ist and &et policy. Hasty 
,+ledvisation in these districts imperils wr -tact with &e 
;.pas=, and is t h d r e  not to be W ~ h t  of for a'momwt. % wm ao reckm with the peculiarities of the b a c k d  di&cts m-a 
.p qgm~ me d the main pinciples of Lwrinist 
So much for the general picture of what is going on iq ths 
U.S.S.L 
11.-The Building of Socialku and the M-. 
The second polrt d my report will a h  at shdag Bow the 
b d d h g o f ~ i s m i n o u r ~ t r y ~ t a k i q p l a c e ,  Inhallhave 
to deal Paitb the politid a r i t d a  ia t4e U.S.S.R, and in particular 
with tbe-atthade of tbc warking dass and tht masses of the 
peasmtrg. Thc StleWBeB a f d  cmshctip mendonsd 
above would Pave Sean imposrdble hed nw the w M q g  class and 
millions of the mkiag *-try barn impired with e x c e p t i d  
enthusiasm, had nat mittions upon d i m s  of &eat been 
rallied under the baww of tbc Conmunist Patty md the sovia 
government. Our suece=s are founded on our support bp. the 
masses of workers and peasants. 
I.-= EMTHUBfdSM OF THE MASSES. 
Wheti we s e k  of the participation of the working masses in 
smidist construction, we q e  speakhg of the principal conditiorr 
r6qdite for #he success of this construction. The faIItlmmt of a 
grwk plan of proddm, tbe e x d m  of p h s  for developing 
industry which expand p r  by year, are possi'ble d y  with the 
aeriyc support of tbe widest sections of the warkeh. la itdi turn, 
oar - d o  progress asourees the mxbli~t enthusiasm of the 
,wtwlhg cfasa A striking exampla of the grarriag a*tipItv of tb 
.mmses Is the i m p d v e  response 6 the CeaW hmnittas'n 
#nd engineers, of tbis works which was adopted at 
and a works conference. The manifesto stam : 
impulse : 113 new shock brigades were formed, the number 
members rising from 2 , p a  to 3,- 
of the Central C o d  of Trade Union& and the 
'Gentml Committee of the Ywog Communist League, whicb dealt 
levy* of shaclr brigades* gave a new impetus to 
' * I this movement. During tbe first two days of the hnim levy w e r  
I '  600 entered the shock brigades. At the, same time €be masses 
began to stream into the Party. Huadreddi of workers handed in I mllective applications for membership of the Communist Party - 
to the show cells, 
"The Ahusiasm a d  trms;Pdows eoncsldmfion of mill. and ' ' 4 muscle an the part of the "hole body of lmrkars led to o completr 
on'doq. 
" Instead of I I locomotives, pmiw for under the January plan, 
ra apere produced ; instead of @ -, 50; and internal cotn- 
bustion engines to a total of a,#lo.lnmt pwer, in- of 2,- 
as planned. The steel works, t h m h  famdv d the wppw 
foundry carried out their propW1164  fd& The tOtB1 -me 
E 
for January has been carried EE$$?~E& d, and $or the k t  
four months of the new emiiobk.+'tbk pm@amme has Inm 
fulwed roo.  r2 per cent.?' 1 I ' .l 
The manifesto speaks f*t- Tk "Cou&em" w w h r s  at 
Kharkov have won aa h&a&&k r~anre k dsenwel~m l need 
not add anything ta w b & I  hw? re&'. But I qtmh Qe repmt 
of a comrade whb wmhw&MkyTat this works by. instnt'ctioa & the 
. Ctntrafs -,.& &aGJF.ScU. H e  gives the fd&ing 
o p i n i Q n o f t h e ~ ~ i m d w . w o f k s :  
"I am lmmkddn say tkat there L quite unprecedented indystrkl 
entbdasm. ?&&Ice an m l e  :the tractor shop, which is now 
working ion a very full pmgramme, has k e n  very extensiwely 
c o v d  with shock brigades, and people frequeatly come to work 
at 8:am. If the materials are not ready they are Isdd to m e  
back at TI. They go away and return at the appointed time, 
beginning wurk at any moment required. There are people 
literally spend the night at the beach in this works." 'I' 
- Ha, of course, we cannoi help noticing the msatisfactpq 
v e n t s  made by the managemant, W e  hh- to meet s i w  
defects m maay factories. Yet, at the m e  time, this report SIM 4 ,  
emphasises the unprmedented enthwbm reigning amongst &. 
working masses. 
Another example can bc drawn from experience at ~nie~rostrol?  
The report of the departmeah of the Supreme Economic CoaDeiJ. . - 
with supervision of tbis enterprise refers to the following - 
ant achievements : ' 
";rBzaesses ,  ranking with' any in the world, have been 
Saa below. 

Tbis l@ls .in turn not &x tcr gmaIpmtion in industry, but to 
the cwnmspslissttion &:Wing. conditions (hostels, common dining I?-  tooq,*b 11d the " ~ d l e M i a 3 ~  wages rue paid on one common 
just as iEb -unes, but are divided accordkg 
t~ the . p d e  to w h W i m b  grMrps of participators in the 
"callective" are d&t&d mday's "Pravda" gives examples of ' 
pmductive "dmz&eii:bd nrgankd in the Urab, 
wbere they hve- widely. In the one area of 
wwm& ditg tHe pedwtivi&y&!ldwr,, aad c a n q w d y  how 
to sbive to W, and if possible to 'm, dm ,pmduetion 
P%ra-. 
Naturally, there is still a great dsd lackg his* &e 
movement. Not infreqndy formal d b  to set up A d  
brigades are passed witbout pre- work ammge tlrbmasses, 
wbicb, of course, does not Iead to reaI ImproPemmts in Bpodu&m. 
I could quote a number of cases in which works w a h p a  which 
declared themselves lock undertakings have as yet no 
perceptible improvements in production. It would not be diffiwlt 
to point out tendencies towards "effect" and mere agitation in this 
movemeat. The Party carries on an energetic wadare &t 
all these defects. 
But at the same time socialist competition bas already many 
ezmples of genuinely suwessfd proledan initiative to record. 
Here are two such examples. The first is at the "Stalin" metal 
works at Leningrad : 
"After an output in the first quarter of rg2g-30 which was 11 per 
cent. lower than the programme, the 'S tah '  metal works in 
Janusry, $he first month of the second quarter, $red& x@- pw 
emt, pf #he mpvthly R h n ,  with output to a total value of 2.67 
rnilliw rouble& 
"The breakdown in the k t  quarter .was cmqdttelf liquidated 
and surpassed in all b W e s  of production with the exception af 
turbines. The turbine s h p ,  which &d out the first quarter's 
plan only to $6 per cent., e x d d  tbe plan by sea per cent. in 
January, and turned out four turbines instead of three. The 
boiler shop tunred out in tbe first quarter ao boilers with a surface 
area of 683 square me- ; in Jan- alone it numad out ra boilers 
with a surface area of 3,800 square meires. . 

&are it1 to be v q  w&ly &a, on the ihitiativc of 
' the S-rndt T d a y  it is one of the mmt 
7. 
m s  hostile to the proletariat. 
, , The XVI. Party Congress devoted particular attentha & the 
m g l e  against bureaucracy, aod thereafter the promtion of 
workers into the state machinery, and control of its work frorn 
M o w ,  grew more extensive and took on new forma One of the 
latter is the d l e d  :'patronage," exercised by w w h  and 
factories over soviet and wperative bstitutions. f n the M w  
region done, including M-w with its goverrrment ofices, I 
cauld -me 35 offices over wbicb factories aad works have estab- 
lished th& patros.g+ In k i n g a d  there are over 20 such 
factories, in Nidaqi 'No~g~rod wd ev seven eaeh, etc. 
APlotber SMPI .of padeig&n of the workers ia tba >business. 
of a ~ s ~ t i m  b the emplayment af workem' brigades in mey- 
ing out various w k s  &em by the state, apart from their 
participatim in the cleansing d tbe state machinery. Thus, in 
or& to d e c t  amems of t a 4 0 o  on private tradem, tens of 
thousands of workers, mainly volunteers, were employed in a 
number of towns. Air-dy substantial results have been achieved, 
and ovei ag,ooo,ooa roubles d e c t e d  on amount of arrears. At 
the same time improvements have been brought about in alf the - 
work of the finance department. 
Thus' we see bow the workers1 share in mtrolling the state 
' machinery from below is  i n d g .  
In qnec t ion  with the practical appli-tiw of the slogan of 
sclj'-~*l*ticism, .I believe it is necessary to mention o m  example 
wbicb tbe Party brought out with parti& force in h t  d &e 
mas~es  of workem This example is tbe noborimm Astrakhan 
mse. At Astrakhan, one of the most remote of wr c k s b  &ere 
there are pmctically no large inclustrial undertakings and where, 

r. entry of the pawrit dta:sms m! the m d  ab cohotivisation 
was the result of a l l W  w ~ r k  of the P q  aad the d e t  gwtf~l- 
ment in recent y m  - l% d t t  system Jme, dving. @ble 
as it does the --d great masses of the workW into the 
task of building &ism, d d  m t e  the net3e amditions 
for this @My as a result of a ,i.errPMd 
c o n f i d t o ~ ~ ~ t ~ + ~  lllasaes in the villages towardslh mitt 
g o v ~ ~ ~ ~ p o I i c y  of the C.P.S.U. d d  this -.tdm 
p W  @w &e , a p W  of the peasantry. T h a c b p  is famded, 
&st& dl, sn our great sttcce~ses in the restom&m:&d mcm- 
&m&d$f ifldustry un soeidist lines ; secondly, on the massful 
applimtiou d the @icy of limiting the growth of *uqmbXst 
elements, mcl, particularly in recent yam, of intensified 'attack 
on the kulaks while simultaaeously and systematicall g- 
the utmost government assiahnce to the poor and mi& pcaslnt 
farms ; thirdly, on the rapid development in the last tbrro years of 
the soviet and large milwtive farms, and tbe utihtion d tm&am 
and complex agricultud machinery, which .bvc qukkened 
t b s p d ~ ~ ~ q p t t h e ~ t r g r ~ u f ~ ~ q e a  
n f s l a r p d  d ~ t ~ a g r i c u l t u r a  . H a w 1  &e B- here 
~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ h ~ ~ ~ * * w ~ ~ t i ~  
4 exw&md * l r p f ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~  a d  m g 3 t  * 
~ - ~ & c e 4 l # s  b w ? d t - t m m  w~at~is~ts.;gbhg 
QR.& tQ&-. . I  .- . I '  . , r r l ! l r , , '  . ,: L +  7 ~ 1  , .  ,.I 8 
nit rhe &. htk+&r-*u@ & &EW tb&inoae d this oollld u k e  
place &that a vast-andrrrbpWdenaad expaasion of the activity 
of the psants &emdm ip the swiafiht reconstruction of agri- 
culture. Withant this, m, ia*ee from above, no agi~tiw, 
no skill In orgwisaticm could adequatdy enplain the mass 
d e c t i v i s a t h  which now covers tens d thousands of villages. 
True, when tbe dectkisatioa plans are being applied there are 
eases of over-dusness  for administrative methds among w r  
In ?he scramble to have the most a d w a d  district, 
attempts are sometimes made to replace by mare pressure from . 
above tbe real w o k  of genuinely preparing the masem far c d k -  
tivktiaa. This m a t  result in wawwhgs ammgstl 
sections d the paasantry who have a k d y  amu&Prrb d$reetim 
of the f l d t i v e  farm% ' 'SUCh m t ~ . '  h%& -US 
d-agq Qn the COUeceIye f d g  -,+, q':'-mdy 
t b E ~ ~ r i e s ~ n a . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ l x t h & ~ ~ H m m ,  
it would bs #I&~Y .otuta {rco d~ . W r k e  -, a d  m fail 

' h c i e s  for the countryside. Smenty thowad m y - ,  instead 
&;the' twenty-five thousand mkd for, responded to the 4 in a 
very short time. The majority of them were not members of the 
Party. Selecting the best, we have smt wer  25,000 workm ism 
the villages during the last hw, months. This mobilisation took 
place amidst scenes d great enthusiasm, as can be seen, for 
exampie, from the foltowing communication in a l m l  paper : 
"The despatch of 200 workers leaving for the collective farms 
of the Northern Caucasus h a m e  a gigantic demonstration, in 
which about 30,- took part" (Molot (The Hammer), February 
rst, 1g3o). 
The villages Jso met the mobilisation of the workers most sym- 
pathetically. This is evidenced by 'the reports coming in from the 
disuicts to the effect that the majority af the workers sent are 
already in the leading bodies of tfie d & i v t  farms. 
Furthermore, the Parly anal the &ets have quite recently 
carried out a mobilisrrtion of several thousand workers from 
amongst their leading dcers, ~ * c u l a r f y  members of town 
soviets. This  also has been of great assistance to the villages 
in their task of dlectivisation. 
:-'The workers sent to the vilhges have begun already to send in r' 
&& imprcssionn. The latter refiect the same fact of vast 
& w a s m  amongst the peasant masses. Here is what Comrade 
~ n h s e v s k ~ ,  a workman of the Moscow "Parostroi" works, and 
on= of "the 25,000,'' writes of his observations in the h m g i  
district. Describing a peasant m d n g  at wbich a remlutit&i'w 
pashed to enter the collective farm, Comrade Zaitsevsky maudks 
W r  thus : 1 .  
"I have been in the Red Army, T have Beem at yh.e%~~~i when 
the Wviet Republic was in peril at the hands of the Wm, but 
nothing at any rime mol;ed me so deeply rrs Hi meeting. The 
.; I-LJ c; - 
-.JF. 
1 
3.-?U& R1SMG TIDE OF CWL!WRE. 
-w"r)re enthusiasm d i n g  itself felt amongst the woh- 
and the m t 8 m a s s  of the peasaatry finds its outlet also kf 
sphere of cultureh Cultural standards are rising at an ex@* 7' 
ally rapid rate. Nothing else was to be expected in a country'ins- 
*ah Socialism is beiig built. 
la tbe sphere of culture we are.terribly backward. I t  is s&- 
cient to say that, even in Igza, and even in the R,S.F,S. R--the 
rdaflively most cultured part of the Soviet Union-there were only 
a little over 30 per cent. of the paople literate. We have most 
h&mrd regions in the East, such as Turkmenistan and 
Tadjikisan, where the literates in the villages number only one or 
two per cent. 
But during the revolutionary years a t r e m d w t s  w ~ k  of educa- 
tion has been carried out. The liquidation of illiteracy has made 
prtjruhr strides during the Iast two years. In the R.S.F.S.R. 
a h e ,  in r g z g ,  it embraced about 2,ooo,ow people. This year, 
*his d e  is being cnhged by roughly 4oo pet cent. . 
In dl directions an intense cultud dw't is pt.oceeding. Ib 
, addition to the schools for liquidating ateracy there has be- a 
, noticeable increase in tbe n u m k  of elementary schools, and nest 
year it i s  proposed tn introduce in practice universal cornpqkq 
docation (at first in the R.S. F.S.R.). The numbtr J ladubt: 
the Krestyahya 
r most ppularis~#c 
, with a circulation of 
of nut. newaeapers and 
ent of our paper p d u c -  
tion, we are s u f i 6 ~  &om an acute paper fa&* . 
The facts I -Wve~eited at.e evidence that soei&t..c#pstruction 
is being W p f W  d consolidated by the cultural progress 
of t&e wm&g m-s. Witbout tbat progress, s m h l b  oQ#6d 
wt Be'tntilt 8m ibn foundations. 
Thiis cultural progress is most c l d y  bound up with the changes 
M g  place in the social and living conditions ofltbe workers 
a d  -p&asants. The break-up of the system of petty individual 
economy in the villages brings with it radial alterations ia the 
peasants' living conditions. The consolidation d socirrlid 
emnomy will involve the rapid development of various s d s e d  
forms of living conditions in the countryside. Socialist con- 
tion in the towns raiscs even more acutely the questiw of changing 
the living conditions of the working men and women. The 
importtinca of housing and aonstmers' -peration is growing, 
particularly as regards the dwelopmmt of public dining rooms. 
Arising out of the building of our gigantic new factories, we 
are already faced with .the practical question of building new cities 
of a socidist type. For example, in the districts where the vast 
tractor works at blingmd (Tradorostrd) and the new giant 
metallurgid works in the Umis ( M ~ ' t d s t r o i )  arc being built, 
provision is being made for the erection of new large settlements 
which are in fact cities of a new type. A lively discussion of these 
new problems of social life is developing. ri Part3cularly irnpa*nt is the introduction in our fact&- and 
ofices of the so-called "continuous working week," i.e , four days' 
work ant1 one day's rest. While as a result of this change the 
number of rest days of the individual worker has certainly not 
decreased, work goes an in the factoriw and ofices all the year 
round, apart from the five days of the main revolutionary holidays. 
This ineream the work of the factories by 60 days a year anel 
hastens the absorption of the unemployed. By now 53 per 
of the industria1 workers are working the continuous week,'* 
in some branches of industry, e.g., c o d  mining a d  el- 
engineering, t h ~  overwhelming majority of the' u n - i  kve 
w e t e d  the transition. The introduction of the feurdny wbrk- 
ing beek in all institutims, it must be mrntimsd, has t a b  pkce 
L - y - k  :- ; -. 
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+--THE MASSES AHD THE PhBTY. 
Lastly, what, has been the direct dect of all tbb on the Party? 
The u p d e n r e d  successes achieved have had the effect of lead- 
ing to a gteat idux of workers hta the Communist Fa*, and 
a further increase in its authority in the eyes of the workers and 
peasmmts. 
The Par0 is shorbirag new & a h  of many thousands of 
new phase is a ~ h n 1 W & & ~ i ' & & i g  m&iw -moagst 
the mass=. + , , ,  ,- , ,  -! ' : m l , , ! , l . h ,  , , , .  
P 
b&ve already bad to deal in the press with this mass influx of 
d the case of the Kdwnna wwka, one of the 
ilding fq~aaries near Mascow, where during 
12 shop pigad a dective applicatiaa to pin 
we& b&sahik geplimtims were put in by 
aad in -ti& wyl a v s ~  &om meta4 workers, in 
37 shops, collectively decked desk  & enter the C.P. S.U. 
' ' r t is characteris& &t t h i ~  took p h a t  a m, the majority 
of the workers indiabhrrvb still their h k s  with the dhgcs and 
of recent months ipm the cdlcctive farms in a body. 
The is  no exception. In L e n i n m  atone, 24 
shops in rg W,  aomprising 5,184 workers, throughout the 
largest fW&& 'sd as the Red lWh, the Rums*, the Rd 
T&&J the Bolsheuils, the Stdin bfw Works, the Red Wborg 
W*: &e Nordhnn Sh+yards, the Red Dam and others, bave 
put En dect ive  applications for admissioa .to the Party. There, 
is m o t  a single workingdass area of any importance in which them 
h'ave not been similar collective declarathns by shops and even 
whole factories. We have had them from the Dm Bas and 
Dniepropetrovsk, in the South, to Perm in tbe Worth, from 
Krasnoyarsk in Siberia, to Ivanovo-Voanesensk and Bezhitsa in 
the West. As a rule these collective applications are made by 
the shock brigades, or else resolutions are adapted simdtanmusly 
to apply for membership of the Party and to proclaim the shop a 
shock brigada In Moscow the entire b d y  of workers ja four 
factories passed resolutims to apply dlectively for membership 
of the Party. In dl, during the last six weeks, we have had 
in seven of our largest Party dfstricts over rao,ooo appliatims 
from workera 
These facts speak far themselves eloquently enough They 
vividly reflect the new eahusiasm of the d s  of workers, and 
give some indication of the tremendous growth of the Party's 
authority in the eyes of the working class. 
I n  this connect& the Central &nittee has made an alteration 
in the decision adopted 18 months ago to the efEcct th&$he Party 
by the d of 1930 should be not less than 50 per cent composed 
of workers at the bmch. The a l terah is that the Central Com- 
mittee has recognised this objective as a-ble wlier  than tfre 
time fixed, namely, by the 16th Party Congress in May. This is 
of great bearing on the strengthening of the Party. The Party 
has also mcopised it as desirable to increase the mcmhmqt gf 
agricultural labourers, poor peasants and the m t  advanced 
cdkctive farmers. 
The mass influx into our Party is  hot allowed ia.any way to relax 
our demands of the apflicants. Admission fakes place only 

wiU ultimately loom larger in- hiswry than 
d l e d  decisive battfes of the world is now 
kulak farms fa 
*ins m s i d e  
- I main question is, to what aWat .pill d k  h l i s e d  section of 
I agriculture deal' adequately with its 8- 
Tbis is &c economic aspect. A9 an am 'm of the supply ' 1 of b main fmdstds m the m, it nillhsrau). to understand 
I the political importance Jso of the spring @,mmpaign. But 
- acwwctpictureofthepolitical ~ ~ ~ a t f ~ ~ ~  
depends upon realisation of what is involved in t8ar md 1- application of the policy of liquidating the kulaks as a . &#6 
cdectivisatian, embr* the overwhehing majority of *m 
and middle peasant farm;, is bound to be accompanied by 
priation of the kulaks. Tbe Party watchword of Equidating ti$$ 
kulaks as a class in the principal agricultural districts is ntrw beiwg 
effected by p c W  measures applied by the peasant masses with 
the support and under the leadership of the proletarian dictatorship, 
Until quite recently there existed in the Soviet Union about 
2 5 , 0 ~ ~ ) , 0 0 0  individual peasant fa'ms, of which 1.a to 1.3 millions 
we- kulak farms, 'With their families the kulak section repre- 
sent a population of six or seven millions. These figures alone 
show that the drastic changes now taking place involve many 
difficulties. 
The approach of the spring sowing campaign facilitates the 
 peed ding up of the main social and @tical changes in the villages. 
The rate of collmtivisation has been rapidly incmsing of late, and 
this was bound to be accompanied by an acute sharpening of the 
dass struggle in the villages. In spite of the fact that he over- 
wbeldng mass of the peasantry are intensely hostile to the k laks ,  
the latter continue to try to resist. In its turn this leads to a 
more m e r e  struggle and the hastening of tbe process d expm- 
priation. W e  am living at a time'when the kdaks are un- 1 * cfu~o&g;blo*r. 
Nmhily the .a@cation of this watchword nec&Mes nev 
I practiml 'rn~rmm om the .pa& od the machinery of .the pdatarim 
dictatorship. % h u t  dWh@ in detail with f m e a s ~ ~ 4  
wilt only say thattbeaappad of &ewmiqgrqmpd#a,mm&Wt& 
tbe maximum of systematic or-015 h- thpt3msgb. 
I - *  Mass collectivisutim bas ---in rbs auditions 
which are totalIy diffmmt h i t  .@dp prevdkg .  
To-day, the principal question S n . & & e -  is that of 
&e sorialiscd seetor. The p r e p a d a s  fbr l i b  mw*? ampsign 
- in the collective farms thmws -a. pspmsibiflties,. not d~r on 
the leadewhip of the cdlective barma, bat on=d wganiwtion% 
Without the most concentrated &om m, mmwt succeed in 
-=tending the area sown and i n c m i a g  : & - A t .  
i*~The first tusks in this campaign & the 8 cm&ion of adequate 
., , seed reserves and the repairing of agrieprltuml machinery, The 
Party bas devoted great attention to this in recent weeks, The 
t 
ese tasks is &ed in 
W e  mnsider the 
struggle to a n y  out the 
important -front socialis4 
ImtiQn of. trqn4Wous fa- 
the systematic leadership 
have hidjp.-iraportaet 
accord& ma.tbe People% 
. S. S.R , we?. Unrl+per cent  
we have m ~ ~ n  to 
programme will Iw carried 
out. Tba b k t s  with a bad harvest wilt be assist4 otit.DE,* 
~ t a e , n B  Matters are not quite so favowable w t e g d 8  
t W ~ e . i f  @cultural machinery and tractors, .in whi& we aa 
i&@h&ghg behind. But here, too, great efforts ha*:- matde 
.w*. - I n  the southern areas we have already reached a n w  st& iff 
the sowing campaign, the organisation of the sowing itself. 'TQ 
imagine that this takes place "sponhneously" means .ta uadh 
estimate the responsib;ilitics devolving upon us. The a p p m  
w i n g  c a m p i p  definitely imposes upon us the task 4 ~~ 
€he actual w i n g  in M e v l k  'fashion. W e  must p-re the 
6011dve farms for an organised entry into the field& - M.'a have 
to do a very great deal, during the days and weeks > w M  
in m t  of the organisation of labour during the sowing 
paign. In this we have a very di-t problem we are 
extremely badly prepared. Nevertheless, we believe we eazr 
o q d s e  a reafreaf bhhevik s d y .  . . 
Our ~per i snea~ le s t  p a t  in the Khopsnky district W U y  mb. 
lcctiuisad) on the Lower Volga, whatever its ddddefirbenuw, b a ~  
convinced us of tbe possibility of successfdp carrying through 
the sowing Pbis year. The autumn ampi@ in that 
district was emrapt;mdy smfuL The collective plaughin~m 
the autumn fur tbe spring m s  exceeded tbe a r a  of tbe prevroh 
year by 150-2m per cent *. 
TO take another example, in the same diittriet, and in a& 
&em of the Vdga region, &t pwsanb all this w h w  haw 
carried out undertakings which have never been thought af on such 
a s a l e  hfm. 0 n r a . W  temtory of abut r , o o o , ~  W 
in the Lower V o b ,  mass preparations far artilidd mtmtbn ro8 
srmw in the fiaps were made; special ploughing J he-- ' 
building of sn- walls, etc. Despite the elemenhy &&t& of 
this work, it is of the greatest importance in wh-xhq'& 
wMh i t s  execution on such a vast scale is wirhh .dfukpwem of 
only a eollectivised oountiyside. 
Thus if we in red bolshwik fashion preparedand erganise the 
#at our enemy win w e e  again prove miWea, d l e  dlectivia- 
tion w i I  Pschime its decisive victory. 
Tbir is how maaers stand with the first and most important 
%sk;- of the present moment. 
1,-THE PROBLEM OW P&IISQmEL 
- .Passing to the question of persmncl: at the pment: stage of 
dalist  construction tbfs problem is an outstanding one. Our 
*kest spot.lies here. The laek ob experienced workers makes 
iWf felt 'literdy ia alf 'brancba of our constructive work, md 
a. Ws -ern exmptirwally acute. The growth of & 
a d =  ,up to the present d m  lags far bebind the growth Qf 
. .; 
W e  still bave .ta, derJ&tb individual acts, overt and wvmt, of flrese 
people. In t k i v  the soviet order has relentless enemies* 
always d r e w  of the return to power of fhe lm&rds and 
capitalists. &bacteristically enough, these wrecking 0-a- 
tions -1y increased their activity at the sharpest mommts 
of &+*st strug& against the Party. The ideologists sf 
-vdutioar were banking on the disintegration of tbe Party. 
Q@fwen demonstrations of the: Qht oppositioa w q  dso of 
importance to them, Thus the academician Platonov, me of the 
most prominent idcologisb of marchism, frankly declara in his 
evidence : "I consider the most politically far-sighted to be 
the Right elements in the ruling party, since their outlo&, taken 
in perspective, is correct." The enemies of tbe working class 
interpreted the politid position of the Right elements in the Party 
after thdr own fashion. 
Naturally, we cannot expect that the idealogids d counter- 
revolittim and active pnrticipants in sslbohge should abjure their 
own muse. The workers' dictatorship takes decisively rtpresske 
steps against them. But this counter-revolutionary grwp plays 
the part of a tiny minor i~  even amwt the d d  experts. Up to 
the m t  recent date the most prominent part in tbe Union 
Academy of Science at Lmhgrad and the Ukrainian h d e m y  d 
Sciences at Kiev was played by anti-soviet elements. In spite of 
this, we -not consider these counter-revolutioaaries to be repre- 
sentative of the mala M y  of the old intdectuah At all, eve& 
they did not succeed and wuld mot s u d  in rallying round them- 
selves any considerable proportion of the intellectuals. 
At the same time we must r-ise that the work of sifting out 
the i n ~ m t u d s ,  particularly amongst the engineers and tech- 
pi&s, mtinpqs to be extremely unsatisfactory. Out trade 
unions have a& been able to cope with the task. Yet this task 
must be classed amongst our most important obligations. When 
historic events, such as rhe turning of the middle peasant towards 
socialism and the liquidation d the kulaks as a ckss, are taking 
place, there is no mom for neutraliw in polities. The whole s m  
of the old intellectuals, and the technical personnel in paaiodar, 
must d s e  this. 1930 is  the last date for choosing the road. 
Either with the proletariat and the peasant masses W sdalism, 

economy, a d  the snmu time of retmhiing a eonsidmbh pa*t 
of .experts. Findy, we have to train our own;, very 
. numet&& Oadres for cult& work, reconstruction of diving eon- 
dW,- etc. 
Despte the tremendous growth of activity amongst the w&rs, 
&spite the e x p d o a  of the aQorck brigade movemmt and &r 
h s  of BOCiBliSt competition, we ancounter at every a* 
incapacity to direct this growing activity dong the proper cham& 
and utilise suitably the labciur enthusiasm if the ma- The 
problem hare is both & umantbctory character of a considerabte 
portion of the engineering and technieal persand and (nbf infre- 
quentlyj the paor acquaintance of our ecw~mic leaders with the 
essential principles of the productive processes. The samt  
axp& the slow appiicatian of the principle of one-- manage- 
ment ia the adplinistratim d industry. Yet the PmrQ -* 
the resolute a p p h t i o n  of the principle of oneman marragemeat, 
beginning wid-the mrksho? a d  en* with the high- &mmk . 
authorities. Only given tb mnditim a n  tbe strict rwpiwibifiry 
of economic and &mid managers for the work committed 10 
care be ensured. W1-t it we canat a mgid 
rationalisation of.pr0ductiw1 ~ r ,  e~nseqwntlg, the l d n g  rrf 
the cost of production w h i  improving its quaIity. The introduc- 
tion of onsman management in our factories must be reinford 
by the active support of the workers' organiwtions, and must 
create still more favourabIe conditions for an increasing participa- 
tion of the workers in the management of industry. 
Such a system of management represents a big step h a r d  in 
the organiption of midst production. The more decisive arc 
our sumqsea in the training of new cadres and the reeducation 
of the old, the more quickly and successfdIy shdl we apply the 
principle of one-man management. The closer the approach to 
the workers on the part af our engineers and tedtnicians, pnd the 
better they understand the necessity of relying in thair wqrk on 
the active support of the proletarian orgwisations, while main- 
. 
more, wqk on IL farge scale to train new pwsonnel who could 
independently master the whole organisation of pductian, 
including its technique. 
In passing, it s h d  ba noted that tbe necessity for training 
axperfs for emm& and culm work on a large scale led the 
Party to take a decisim to reorganise the whole sy$tera of d v e r -  
dties, teehnid aalleges and techni* schools. These+ educational 
institutions are being banded wer to the appropriate Peopk's 
Cgmmisswiats and economic org.edsationa I sbourcl mendan 
dw such new steps as the ttruldmnatian of iadividd f a d e s  
kt43 hdory t admid  ~&ook Tbe Supreme Em@ Couedl 
has 6 x 4  upon. three hctorhs with which b make this d m n p  in - 
the near Thus&- & e O ~ ~ f x d  new h&&:d 
directing the activitie 
a.Mw path, by dive 
ai Y ~ E  theory of rwviet 
to sdrolastic and absbact 
able body of our studma in 
the g6p sf d& '' 
tmki~q, aad' "id 
the fact that the mit 
comrades & themselves were guilty of n tendcncy towards 
Right id-, the exposure of the true menshevik substance of 
RubWspms retarded. I t  was only quite recently, and not with- 
aut.&~terveation of the Gentral Cmmittw, that tbtbere was a 
break in this re- Both Rubinim and the mistakes of 
critics ham W fundamentally exposed. Materials an 
can be f&nd f the last issue of the Bolhmik.* 
Mwb that is &nibr to fie situation in the region d political 
emnomy prevails kc some other spheres of scientific work. The 
task of i n d e t l y  mastering science and technique faces the 
bolsheviks a$ P 'militant p d e m  of the day. Withdrrt definite 
successes' in &s direction we cannot move ahead with cwtainty. 
This is -matters stand with the problem of personnd 
' . 
' 3 . 4 %  RECOKSl%WCl7ON OF THE WORE OP OUR ORBANISATImS. 
"1 will now deal with a third group of problems : problems of the 
rwrgaoisation of the work d olll the orgunisations of the prole 
tarkt in keeping with the new conditions and the transition to the 
perid of recoastruction. The increase of activity amongst the 
masses and the new p d d  tasks dictate the most sweeping 
cbanges in the machinery d the proletarian dictatorship and tlqe 
methods of i ts work. However, the reorganbation very often 
takes place too slowly. 
Let us take trade unions. This is the -d year that the 
Party has been struggling for decisive readjustment of tbe unions 
to their new problems "Eyes on production" is their new watch- 
word. Rut its applimtion up to this very day encounters tremen- 
dous obstades in the unim apparatus. Again and again he 
leading bodies in the trade uoiws lag b&d the masses, as is 
shown, for emxnple, in their inability to take the I d  of the shock 
brigade movement. The absence of proper chezking of the work 
of the s h d  brigades leads to a large number of show resolutions 
and f o n d  declarations, the unjusti6ed assumption of the title of 
shock workshops, eto. The most advanced shock brigades fre- 
quently have no proper guidance, and therefore do not receive the 
requisite support. Yet the latter is one of the most important 
rxmditioas for ensuring that the wa-d of "Eyes on produe 
tion" should in practice become the watchword of the trade unions, 
beginning with the w o r k  committee and ending with the highest 
trade unim bodies. It stands to reason that to turn towards 
production -not mean any forgetfduess of d e d  ' ' ~ ~ Y G "  
work. Wcem for the everyday and petty r e q h e n t a  of tbe 
workers, sensitivetress to the workers' demand for bettcr Wng 
wnctitimw, closeness to the masses, have always been the first 
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&@ation of the trade unions. T d q  W side of their Wivity 
so far from being weakend, must be i m  in every posgib dl 
way, while waging a still s h a r p  s&q& -st bureaucratic 
tendencies in the W e  union appamtus. ) 
&en such an attitude to the work of the &idel&s, we shall 
achieve its eonsidmble improvement and raise it s@l one stage 
m m ,  It is with the same object in view that, by the d & h  of 
the Central Council of Trade Unions, the deansing ~f ' l the~tmde 
union apparatus has begun, Wben we recall the gFeat 
routine and b w u c r a r y  w h i  exist iD tbe trade union apg&mW% 
we are bound to welcome this decision. The campaign 6y 
re-electing leading committees which has begun in the Meld. 
Workers' Union wiJl alw prove very important. The Party strim 
to b&ig about the adjustment of the trade unims to the tasks af 
prod&, i.e., to extend their part in carrying out the industrial 
and financial plan and in fulfilling the Five Ysars' Plan in four 
years. 
Passing now to the soviets, I must say that in the s$ere of 
soviet cmnstruction, particularly in the villages, w r  tasks have 
now undergone important c h m g ~ .  Last year's mpol;gn for the 
, re-el& of the soviets took place in quite different conditions; 
when the swing of opinian in the main mass of the peasantry 
I towards collectivisation had not yet taken place. To-day there is  
necessity for a sharp change in the work of the soviets, emhdied 
I in tbe slogan of : "Eyes on the collective farming movement. " With this object in view, the Central Executive Committee of the 
U.S.S.R held a special conference in January of represenWhts 
of t h ~  l a d  smiets. But mn it be said that we have already 
applied this slogan? Of owrm not. Yet the ~ganiSati0II of the 
work of the SaKieta, has i trunm&us bearing on tbe ertw. of 
dlectivimtitm. As, the basic m p m  of the proletwim &&tor- 
I 
ship, t h y  must take the bdof &e.mass movement for ~~~- 
i, This, however, we ha* m' &&IePbds wa pk; 4 ih a 
. r  number of places thm W ,mkW &ib. &e @iw @a& the 
re-election d the mviets, wi& *'- --the mUkctiw hms" BS 
the main watchword. ,: 1 - 4  A 
There has also taken @at the & i d  d the Pnty 
apparatus. Its guiding principle is w iwk&+tlte at&donlof 
the whole apparatus to the p y b l ~  d:-d,. the p M e m  of 
distributing old and Wing new worketa, rraQ &.tfae imp- 
- mmt of the Party guidance of various b& &mar mnstttruet'm 
mrk .  The staff of the higher bodigs is now %*a%. n u m e r i m  
reduced, and the composition of the feading p m  strength- 
4. .. PARn PROBLEMS. 
; Now as to th p a '  ar is ing d i d y  from our We& Pady  
#otiq. Ith~~beforgom.thatthesu-waabavewa, 
have bean- pa@& Qnly thanks to our stubborn d systematic 
Wht ~ 4 W e r t i o n s  of the Leahist policy of the F ~ Q ,  against 
dl dawie$b from Leninism. 
EttirhM* so fast that we do not: always remember dearly 
en- stager we have gone thlspngh. Yet after the aoth 
F&&M '& E, C.C. I., i.e., in quite recent months, we hwre had 
a& C.P. S. U. some very momentous happenings, ' 
Amongst these must be dassed,tbe rout of the Right wing and 
&& subsequent cerpitulatian. This fact has been of gnzat'imprt- 
ame, wt only for the C.P.S.U., but for the whole ~~ 
latqmational. I t  had its influence on the attitude of various 
groups in other pWes. The latest news of the crtpitdatim of , 
some of the Right wing- in Germany, ag., E m  and d w s ,  
confirms this conclusion. 
During the same rime the final disinteghtion of the T-st 
cadres bas taken place. You are aware that the ovemhehing 
majority of the Trotskyists, m e r  with their m ~ t  prominent 
leaders, barre capitulated and m w p i e e d  the correctness of the 
Party's potiey and the mistaken character of their own views. 
Trotsky rakdns d y  a miserable group, who are unknown by the 
workers. All this m a t  be put down to the credit of the Party. 
But, mmcades, we are not concerned with the laurels of the 
victor. We are conmrned above aU with the principle at stake. 
The principIe i n t d d  in' the struggle against the Kgbt appr- 
tunists-the npporhdsts of the frank t y p w d  'ag.ahst the 
"Left" opportmis-se of the Tmtslqist persuasion-e 
must recall &in and again. Without overcoming these Right . 
and "I&'* deviations we ahodd never have the successes which 
the p r o i d a t  of the U.S.S.R. has a c h ' 1 d  to-day. 
The mggle against Trotskyism was a struggle for a Leninist 
policy in respect of the main ally of the proletariat in the U.S.S.R. 
--for an nlfiance with the middle peasantry. Without muttrg 
Trofskyism, without exposing its anti-revolutionary essence to the 
bitter md, we shnuld nnt have been able to make our atIbnce yith 
the middle peasant so firm and powerful as it had to be to ->out 
c o ~ v k t i o n .  Without this alliance, led by the h e n g  class 
in power, tbe building of smialism is  impossible. Ye the very 
44 
-nee of Trotskyism was its dmkd d the Wbi l i ty  of a stable - 
alliance with the pe p r o p i e r ,  tha m - t ,  and its lack 
of faith i. ths of the d wci.lisrn 
in the U.S;S+k Without e x p i n g  this d- ~ w a e  of 
Trotskyism and fighting dl itar variati~os, the wddqp4s.a  4 our 
country awuld be unable to wercome the obshclw in 1- @hyith 
indomitab1e persistence and enthusiasm. Tbe rdut dddQ&@kymm 
and the consolidation of the alliance with the middle m m  
the mast important preliminary conditions for the s u c c e ~ ,  
gress of socialist construction. - I  a 
'Our rem!ute struggle against the Right opportunists was 
of tremendous significance for the principle at stake. It wa8 
essential in order to transform the d a n c e  with the middle peasant 
into a wpm wherewith to fight the capitalist elements for the 
socialiat rmonatruction of qricdture. Right waverings made 
their appearance in the Party with particular force just at the time 
when the working class was to enter upon a policy of decisive 
offensive against the =pitalist elements, particularly in the villages, 
which was bound to add ta the waverings of the petty bourgeois 
elemtats Nor is it an addent that tbe capitulation of the right-' 
wingws in our Pariy coincided with the drastic swin in the atti- 
fh tude of the middle peasantry towards socialism. e strude 
against the right-wingers means the struggle against petty bour- 
geois waverings in the working class, not to speak of pro-k&k 
waverings amongst the peasantry. Without exposing the 
liqui&twy essence of the Right opportunists' policy, without v9 
overcoming tbe Right waverings in the ranks of the Party, WEI 
could not have carried out the mobisation of tbe wotking class, ,d 
and the mma of wsantry likewise, for the successful application ! 
d tlte.pdlsy Of IEguiBating the kulaks aa a ctassi. Sueb w w  the 
t r e m e b h a  pr- at WEQ, in the struggle &st B e  %I&. 
d c v i a t h  nand 4 h e + m ~  'WiCiwIe @wds,.& 
n ~ ~ a b  tbc S W ~ , T S W ~ ! &  ' 
RIC Thm is still, wcn in the k d . 4 ~  w, little 
of the petty bourgaok spin&s~;@i&~fyst&tI w .&am&widc 
of tho Trotskyist frame of &dl; :,Tbv ~ M W  Vdms in 
instances of "Leftism," like the sybstWbn d sdrsinistrative 
pressure for real mass work in cwrying;&mwgh caIle&\rimtion, 
.like tbe expropriation as "kulakb~'' d sema rrrradl~ peasants who 
have nor as yet entered the path. d .mlle&htb, or cldng 




~ ~ ~ t b e ; ~ ~  that, in vim af our wacssa, Lain's ppoblem 
d: "Who- beats whom?'* h ne longer a question of the day. 
S a  jumping over a staga af aute d r s s  -1-s undoubtedly # resent period imd%ates a vivid example d rur oppor- at attempt to slur svar tBr class problems of of pmletariat - 
h d e r  tbe cover of "LRA" phrases ; and therefore it is incompatible I 
;" with Leninism. fi$t against such "leftness," id rd i ty  d y  
a variety of -h, is bur bolshevik dutg. Wthartt that 
fight there can b;e no serious struggle against Right opportttnism. 
On the + hand, it must not be forgatten tbnt $le ground is 
still very fWntwab1le iw petty bourgeois mverings of ,tlm frankly 
right-thg type. Opportunist flabhiaess, and particularly 
sivit$-Lmt&em dating to the struggle against the kulaks, am 
&a@hdstic oF this mate of mind. For example, thew are 
I 
~ E g @ w w h o  have thought it timdy, in view of our sumesses in 1 
tbii kiIia@.es, to close down the soviets in the districts of whdede 
&flectlvisatioa. An Armavir paper recently published a on 
Ws subject, headed : Liquidation of So&t Pmer. In other pi- 
1 
1 
dso, communists h v e  been found to advocate the banding over of 
"soviet autharity " to the managhg Wies of the collective farms,  
These views reflected opportunism, lack of firmness, and fraak 
passivity in the struggle against our dass enemy. There is no 
other explanation possible for this liquidatoq attitude towards 
the soviets, the hsic  organs of the proletarian dictatorship, the 
iaapartance of which must grow in the period of intensifid class 
struggle. Against these demobiliing tendencies, the bolsheviks 
must alsb carry oo an incessant warfara 
rn a period of rapid sume&es, partiqlarly in the countryside, 
it is  necessary tb emphi se  the danger of "Left" wer-dona- 
nas. As you know, successes sometimes turn the head, A plan 
is fixed, let us say, for developing cdlectivisatim, tbe plan is 
carried out and exmetled, and that in a much shorter time than 
antieiprated. People beg'm to draw up super-plan- paper. 
Annthrer example. The orgadsation of the peasants in wtels is 
proposed ; and, directly the first saeeesses begin, hem and there 
atternpb are made to hurry them hto communes, without even 
waiting for the wtds to become a l i e  msolidated. All these 
cases are very like the attitude of: "We &an have a walkdver." 
W e  must take timely oognismce of tbe dangerous character of s d  
a frame of mind, otherwise it will be easy to break away from 
our native sail and h e  contact with the asses, which will be of 
direct amistatnce to our class enemy. 
Our successes are kreat wly  because they rely an the d v e  
support of the masses. Witbout that support, d h u t  being, 
buttressed by the widest possibfc mass of poor and m:ddfe m t s ,  
all there suer-esses wi11 melt away. The a k h t e  condition for 
' t; 
Dl '  
the proletariat's leeding.&& w?i bWW4a the ability to &on "' 
with rire special -66s of .tba$l-.~hich impfies the R - L 1 a 
proper FBCQ&L~W 4 thar forct &&bk 7 
the toiling m a w  ia the country. The '3 
oaly to deermiae the proper objective, b 4 
mnect M y  to attain it. In present n n d i t i a a s ~ & b r & h g  I ! 
the. p w  peasnts and the agricultud labourers m d  @:* 
+IS a nudeus and at the same time strengthening the a l I k m E 4  
the middle peasant in order to carry out tbe @icy of liq- 
the kulaks. Not to drag at the tail of the masses, but not t & ~  
&ad of them-this is the proper combination of means and md 
in the struggle to build poeialism. Without stubborn and pati& 
work in consolidating our successes in collectivisatian, without 
d u t e  and systematic struggle against any scramble for purely 
, &wy rates of development, and against h e r  forms of "Left" 1 4  
gymnastics, we shall not make our achievements stable and shall 
not be able to ensure our further progress. 
The struggle on two fronts for the line of the Party and for 
hninism remains of crucial importance t d a y .  The empbasis in 
the struggle has, h e r ,  to be laid according to the pecu!iarities 
of the moment. 
IV,-Concfluswns. 
To sum up, What'isgaingon in tbe U.S.S.R.? I will reply to 
this. question first in the words of politicims in the bourg&s m p .  
1 wiU miu bg qu6ting fie opinion of LIqd George, m r d i a g  
to the "Ne& Freik P&sse" df December 28th, 19% 
down the importance of our su 
, '  8 .  ' 4 .  - surprised at this. 
Here is  what Vmdedde,  on* d' '&w 'mdth & the Second 
E-ational, writes abut the U.5.9iW.k ' , , 
"One cannot .shake off the imp-, that ,&pt ie  darts are 
beiw rna-de tbm, that these dFms have led tiit dl events to a 
widl- (as, for exumpk-k the oil Mu*) aad tW b 
in whioh d u t h a r y  B u d  still w b  
great, tmn@Gng new is arising lRhich in no ~f 
has kol&tated and eaists in other countriee'.' 
that that which is 
rship of r party,& 
the Third Latemtthd b quite diEerent from the situatiocl in tbe 
capitalist -pi& whore S d a l i s t s  of the Second Internatid 
held or W &s of power I 
1 will -vote an extract from an article in the leadiag j@ 
of W d ~ t a r y  circles ("Mili* W ~ b l a t t , "  Febmmy r rth, 
1934 :' 
& c j . a s t L t * i e  the ~oviet g o ~ m ~ t  knows tbat gro- indus- 
t&&Lh is  identical with the growing defensive capacity of the 
Comt'iy, it is seriously interested in the preservah of peace as 
the primary condition for grryhg out the f i ve  Years'. Ran, On 
the other hand, it fears that its enemies have dl the mom rtagon 
to hinder the achievenient of the Five Years' Plan, which means 
tbe uacommoa candidation of dl the eaonqmic, political and 
military forces of the Soviet Union. " 
W e  are also bound to agree with these opinions of the experts 
of German militarism. There be no doubt that the achieve- 
ment of the Five Years' Plan does mean "the uncommon con- 
solidation of aU the economic, poIitical and military forces of the 
Soviet U n b "  
Finally, the foIloating is what the responsible British 
"Economist" say8 about the eollectivisatim of the villages 
tJmuary 4ttS 1934 : 
"Whether or not this b o p  be rdised, the Russian agmriaa 
mvdutim is dl gathering impetus, and the.experimeats whieh 
are now being made in the orre million Rusdan viUages constitute 
meof the most impomnt events in madern economic history." 
In this artide, beaded : "Reconstruction in Russih IV. 
Revolution by Tractor," there is pmticuhrIy strong evidence of a 
desire' tp belittle the importan= of w h t  is p i n g  on here. How 
otherwise cam we explain the attempt of tbe ''EccMoM~~~" to 
describe the d l d v i s a t i o n  of d o n s  of peasant farms as 
"revulution by tractor" P Even to calm o w ' s  own feelings such 
metbds are nor. to be recommended. What is going on in out 
country is something wry different from a mere "revdutim by 
tractor," I t  is very far from this ; it is something much bigger. 
It is also said to be an "anti-kulak revolution. " Of @ursq, in 
a certain sense this is true. But even this d&nitian b -.ysly 
rnsufficient to bring out the substance of the matter, Somthing 
much bigger than an anti-kulak revolution is t d n g  plaa. 
-t in the @phew t12 .It& d c r d ,  the dominant psition 
of ataQt and trading h a  been f h l y  estab- 
kidtd By tfse cad a€ ,dh ;yew, even in netad d e ,  the private 
GRil mpmwnt d y  -a. The mganisation of the 
cm& s y m  finishes off, as it were, dm adjustmemt of tire 
&c apparatus with its "super-structumi" to the period td 
-stmaion. Thr ,  the d t y  of b g e s  in the ~conomic 
apparatus, productive, - m e e l ,  and credit, gives a clear idea 
of.@ d&xemw between the present stage of the New Economic 
L3dh d i& fist .s-- 
Thindty --:the .qm&iotl.d.tkta state e#a*dw as. a wJmh 
F='f=f& , L.7 ,?&.,. ;;.,#.::' . -  
The -WEIS I .hd , -u& a&- W . 7  
~ m - . & : d  jnrh us SUB. ( * ? ' y m a  m i  &-. The- d u - .  ia-b&.#ti3.5mi&' h-dw~rn 
b* l& ,fh fwn&tiew a j  so^. sock&;, ' - % W e  set abut 
crll IJ9lng r k ~  fine ad, ,d&te.avery di6-  
g&g ahtag, , . L *  - - 
rsdid.hnoge, mt aoly of ths.ktumal dm- . R., but-,* ai most irnpomt &* in the 
Lut me d d  bridy wi@.this poinb 
It is scarcely nucewmy to say tbat from the very moment tbaf 
the Soviet Rep&ya~ -founded, a s b w  distiaetian ob-principle 
was drawn w, the U.I.S.R. and the bourgeois statkh The * untagonisgl &ween the political principles of the3,Md of the 
soviets and &'e Bourgeois states told at every step &dy now, 
huwever; tag i mult  of mass aollectiviaation, do thcac 6Wenstces 
att* their mo& acute stage. Until quite recently, the 
whole 'boubdary of tbe U.SS.R., there couJd be found aa hoh 
dm.mom w less similar systems of ccanomy; b tb  there and here 
p t t y  individual peasant economy was predominant. Thece'were 
"nu radical differences in production, so fat as agricultdle*is 
mmed. Now the p&itiw. L sharply changing: c q b & h d  
agriculture has cane squarely up to the very -tier of the 'bw 
4 p i s  states. Thue, immediakly after that frontier w, rwt 
only a d~~ pditieal ~$ysw, but a h  a Werent  emmidc 
system and a differat type of ecanottiy, The antagoaim, of 
principle between the country w W  is building socialism 'smd the 
capidism with which it is surrounded is being laid bare. This 
mua be reckoned with in drawing politid d u s i w a .  
W e  must also reckon with tbe fact that such adtuation vastly 
inweas- the importance of the U.S.S. R. in respect d its influ- 
on tbe e g  mms of tba capitalist countries and the o ~ u n t h s  
of a colonid -type, partidarly in the muditions of the gfDWiqg 
world bconmic crisis. 
The bourgeoisie in the countries of imperialism is already dmw; 
ing its conclusions. The frenzied anti-soviet m p a i g n  which is 
dcvdoping, whatever its pretext, is evidence of this. The queatim 
of the imperialist preparations for war against the. U. S.S.R. tfbw 
becomes particularly acute. Tbe Met Union knows, h q m ,  
that in the person of the international proletariat it has aa'dghty 
d y .  I n  reply to the furious attacks of the imperialists a&&t 
the U. S. S. R. there arise dl wer the world new columns-& fcvoh- 
tionary workers, out to defend their rights, and to &€end the 
U.S.S. R. as the symbol of tbeir emancipation. The rising d u -  
tionary wave inspires confidence in the working d~ af b;ar 
cwntry and strengtl~ens its faith, in victory. Thc p d w t  bf 
the Soviet U~lion considers its Erst duty to be to ?-'its 
links with the whole international pro1etarhC % l b b ~ f t b ~ r d  
masses of the colonies. me sumessful pTDgsCb$S o f ~ ~ * & t  
industry ; the developing collcctivisatiau of the miwe 
:~r,lil 
, j *r**,k- kqi* for q.: tp pl.. h y  c ~ m p h  
h+j@r, ;*$ :=+* said hkre ,by those who ha*. s p k &  
d-  kg 'Fees. -,m@r sp&# bme 
m the- finks of the 
a rgbing o i ~  in. the U. S: S.R. L wilt -add 
rq@@- d ?he successes of sacialiam 
d8imilties bf d t i s t  wbwth. 
,*.* -a- are e m w e d  mat 
w@y,3nm.tho mcwfid- out Bf the Five Yw' Plan. I t  
. h & ~  pjmed m- p- h t  the .@an not odly aui be carrid 'Qw :.buf ajiU probably ,lie completed in a hot£& .the. FWW- 
4 
I 
Jn  tothe ~ ~ u s i a u o f r n ~ r ~  'fhh 
wialist t m n h t b m  of ttae prductive W ia 
e joining o& +tiat forms d industrial prcducth~ 
le agriauhpm an . midist lines-there in 
b ' abng the who& ,&mt in tbt2 U.S.S.R. tbe o o n s t r m  nr1;rtim of, the dttlist urder. The &st or& , 
not arise otherwk on the foundation rrf large-de prod~tioa . # in the decisive brnndDp of ebnomy. Only on the bdr of sucb a 
m&nrtructioq oftb.'$mductivt basis can thee dirsppar the con- 
tradbliuns t$&gen town and muntry, and only wit4 the 6nal 
destruct& 'd contradiction is the boilding of d d s t  society 
mass co11dvlsation and the b u W q  of 
the Iaymg d the foundations for the 
the socialist order of society. The suaxars of 
consequently, the "liquidating of the- W a k s  
alter the madtions of er,mnomic, cdtlttusrl and 
eveq other form of development h our country. On a pro- 
M v e  basis, on the b&s of l a rge -ae  economy both in town 
hnd in country, there will ptvrced the vast auonstrtdm of dl 
lormsr of our social life, This ~ t r u c t h  has ahad r I t  must k stated i4mt nowadays nearly every day br ngs 
tbing new of great importance for iwcialist crmstruaiaa. E q d y  
with yourselves, we who participte directly in tbis work arc 
ma& at the new forms, new met-, new warns of enthusiasm 
*hi& come wt of the very heart of the m w e k  fn the mt 
aattered corners of the U . S. S. R., with i ts patchwotk of ecoaomk 
and nationaI pecuhities, in the central districts of the Union and 
the little aabm~al t&ms on. our borders, there sprhg up RW 
W s  with ut rhmrB4 rapidity, great new masses of w m h  are 
dram into the building of socialism. Taking into mmum the 
new forms of s d d k  mstructim, the Central ~Comrrnittee 
strengthens Jts eoanbl:f0kw with the dimas by mPmy veriorrs 
m a n s .  The mntd Mes d d  not be able to give anything Iike 
P prompt reply. to the questions r a i d  by living pr- w e ,  it 
not fof frequent visits ta the distdcts, the study of prcctid wmk 
In the localities, of sthe w ~ u t b n  of the plan in the fix%cwhs, of 
d d v i ~ t i o n ,  ctc., by membem- of the Central Committee and 
iu Falitical Bureau themselves. h mm m t e r  measm &Is jB 
true of our local cwnmittes, whose me- spend m m t b  in th 
l d i t i e s .  Yet even so our organisations in many re- % 
btbind the requirements of pmticrtl work. 
The speeding up of tbe rate, and the gmwth of ntw Wms, of 
socialist construction are to be explained by the fact of &i~ aver-
- increasing masses, minima upon millions of - * - 
dram iato this work. Thb growiug aativity in the w- W 
and the peasantry W s  its -ion in amstand7 +, 
. . 
farm in the vihges, 
rntd-tlpt i s  as ye-unstable and fluid. This involves-particukly 
in &Wkwa*d d i s t r i e t d t  dmger &at the movement may ebb, 
and that waverings may take place anlongst the mass& in other 
ibntrs. The stomy torrent by which the country is  uhdergoing 
its nWlu thaq  transformation bears with it a 'peat dhl of siit ; 
bat mer-increasing sttmetinn of the masses into the work of 
socialist mstruction is the guarantee that d i m  is being built 
up itl wr muntry on a arm and stable basis. In this, of mume, 
me canavt exaggerate tbtba importntoce of the leadership of the 
bhih@c Party. 
It is titzessnry ta say ,a few wdrde,ih particular abut the tasks 
aP the,Pa+ty leademhip in the presknt conditions I t  ib unneoea- 
saPp::W.m to h t  the -Psu'ty has dways 4, and -is 
ppculiflr d t i c m a  of p r t i m h r  - ptenriser rpiu * d;** 
c ~ ~ & & ~ c e  in &y d m  --',Wl'* ,--. 
-1 tm3ght M ~ B  t h h w W p @ c d & r w  
are.0b.k tap- by tba &cr tW a a ~ ~ @ * ~ m - d  
a 
bifity of bad harvests in ttke futuqs But even now we cannct say 
that everything s w s  w d  @th us as regards a number of rrmoat 
important foodshtffs, such as meat and butter. Our ~ k w a r d ~  
in cattle-brkeding makes itself f& in the consuming cen-, and 
& W sphere we bave done very l i e  The main c w ~ d i t i ~ ~ ~ s  fw 
developing -a@-breeding is the impmwerlt of our grain hamest. 
Further, the Wective tsovement, whicb is developing 
hta the -hisation of ibe countryside, means at 
the B O M ~  time *e uppE&on.of the porky of liquidating the k u U s  
aa a chas., .This is bound up with very great djfkdties, and 
leads at fPQ: present 
Itisataskofgreat 
the peasantry in4+= arouad the Party, a d  to l e d  them @st 
the kulak, who only yesterday no5 infrequently enjoyed g ~ ~ t  
i d u e n p  in.tbe village. Qw ~ t i o n s  in the vilhgea a-e 
thy. . The soviets am weak The mashies are very little cultwed. 
Tbe forms of the enemy are s-bg their lagt &ort and making 
&qpetate attaplpts. Despite atl the.swcesses of our work amongst 
the mass of pawntry, we -pot under any ~s~~ d m -  , 
date the difficulties of the present stage of sacialist .-on
in the dhp. 
A few words mom about pemmnel, ~~ t d d d . p r - '  . : 
soxlnel. All. ,our- w k  is naw being brought up &st d h  . 
p& firetv wd. foremost. W e  are inmsifg.3ng our to- . .;
r e a t e  the old W d  cadres and am. paykg i @ d ' ~ o q  , 
to thc..Sraiaimg Q£,new dm, cadres d Red ms, ' "mi dm ,, 
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